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Reed Altemus: So one might ask “Why visual poetry? We know the rules of poetry. We know its
forms. Why explore beyond these boundaries? Is an expansion of the forms of poetry really
necessary? Isn’t that just opening up poetry to chaos and arbitrariness to disregard traditional
forms? Why experiment with mis-en-page, typography, visual design etc. why create new
forms?” For me there is an answer to these questions and it is that the traditional forms have
failed us: they produce the same kinds of social situations as have ever been: we have poverty,
wars, corporate imperialism, neocolonialism, racism, religious clashes of all kinds, homophobia,
etc. etc what we are talking about when we speak of visual poetry is new forms for a new
content.
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last year, vark meech chill cheese
will, in their property, means in
so doing and meaning,
an asemia of the is, as is, when
once almost 35 and over,
contradictions
of the photomontage
are as important as their language.

last year, vark meech chill cheese
will, in their property, means in
so doing and meaning, it is 3:30
in the morning, foggy stepladders
we have opted in and out,
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verbal bump
upcoming keystone presence beyond listen
academia private go to work
impact thrilling principles
net week chair neutrality odds
propel architecture
electric blackout cat circuit
books route dream from Roanoke
smiles dentist public library alert
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platform photogenic face
metropolis paragraph out of time
strands continuing

||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
from
The Journal of John Wieners
is to be called
707 SCOTT STREET
for Billie Holiday 1959

from  the cover:
In fact, 707 Scott Street might be best described as a series of poems in the form of a journal,
which, given Wieners' belief in living as a form of poetry itself, should come as no surprise to his
readers.

pp.88 - 89
And if one were to begin writing at the command of what
mysterious agent, what concentration could I distill from
the crashing moment, the confusion of thots that rush in
on me, so that my mind can not practice automatic writing.
He, it does not revolve on any one object that long. Lifting
Belly is a fiction. Is such a conscious construction of high
genius intellect that it does not partake of that mysterious
(again that word force which we call automatic, i.e. without
will, on its own. Impelled by whatever order the mind
imposes, on us now. Which is a creation of that we were
before.
Now does that make sense? I could clarify and rationalize.



Make it clear. Shit. But something forbids it, in fact by
dwelling on it I know I lose some powers of the present,
allowing myself to doubt the authority.
And if I were to try again. And stay away from
subject matters. And be abstract. Deal with words as if they
were hunks of letters without meaning. I can no more use
them as dead things divorced from the blood of
our desire and the spirit's rage, than I could see any living thing thus
separated. For all lives. In that it partakes of existence.
Whatever that is. I thought then: chance and change. But
you see, already I am imposing a conscious order there
which Gertrude had the genius not to do. She did not have
to do it. As I do. You will allow me that reader, yourselves
that. That you better do what you have to do
or you shall
partake of death.
||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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